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We conducted a questionnaire survey regarding understanding of Foods with Function Claims (FFC) 
and the ability to distinguish differences in food categories regarding such function claims among university 
female students and their families.  A statistical analysis was conducted with valid responses (n=540; 
students n=357, families n=183).  59.1% of the responders recognized the FFC, and 35.6% of the responders 
had some knowledge of such FFC.  The recognition rate of the FFC was similar to that of Foods with 
Nutrient Function Claims (FNFC), but it was lower than that of Foods for peci ed Health Uses (F HU).  
38.7% of the responders answered that they had some knowledge of the food categories regarding the 
such function claims.  Among the ve categories (F HU, FFC, FNFC, so called health food and foods in 
general), 35.6% of the responders were able to correctly chose the food categories those can label a function 
claim.   37.0% of the responders correctly chose the food category approved by the government, and 49.4% of 
the responders correctly chose the food category that has a symbol mark.  8.1% of the responders correctly 
understood all 3 questions mentioned above.  83.9% of the responders felt the need for some explanation and 
enlightenment regarding the differences among the food categories regarding such function claims.  These 
results demonstrated that the accurate recognition of differences in food categories regarding foods with 
function claims has not yet reached a satisfactory level among consumers.  Therefore, these ndings suggest 
that education programs should be established to teach consumers in more detail about food labeling with 
function claims. 


